Year-over-Year Change in June 2022 Estimated NSA State Construction Unemployment Rates

U.S. = -3.8%

* Unemployment Rate is for Construction + Mining + Logging

Associated Builders and Contractors, Markstein Advisors
June 2022 Estimated NSA State Construction Unemployment Rates

U.S. = 3.7%

* Unemployment Rate is for Construction + Mining + Logging

Associated Builders and Contractors, Markstein Advisors
Change in June 2022 Estimated NSA State Construction Unemployment Rates from June 2019

U.S. = -0.3%

* Unemployment Rate is for Construction + Mining + Logging

Associated Builders and Contractors, Markstein Advisors
Change in June 2022 Estimated NSA State Construction Unemployment Rates from May 2022

U.S. = -0.1%

* Unemployment Rate is for Construction + Mining + Logging

Associated Builders and Contractors, Markstein Advisors
Change in June 2022 Estimated NSA State Construction Unemployment Rates from February 2020

U.S. = -1.8%

* Unemployment Rate is for Construction + Mining + Logging
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